1 Introduction
==============

Comparative genomics is mainly focused on creating highly detailed visualizations of the common features between organisms. The major principle of comparative genomics is to compare basic biological similarities or differences in genomic features resulting from DNA sequences between organisms at the genetic level. Genomic features include DNA sequences, gene contents, gene order, regulatory sequences and other genomic structures. Therefore, comparative genomic approaches are needed to specifically align genome sequences and to compare genomic features among organisms. Comparative genomics also provides powerful tools to study evolutionary relationships among organisms and to identify genes that are either conserved or represent unique genomic features.

Several comparative genomic tools, such as Artemis comparison tool (ACT) ([@btz596-B2]), Mauve ([@btz596-B3]), BLAST ring image generator (BRIG) ([@btz596-B1]) and Circos ([@btz596-B5]), have been developed for multiple genome assemblies. ACT visualizes comparisons of two or more genomes and is most useful for comparing a few DNA sequences, making it easy to spot and zoom in on regions of difference. This tool displays sequence similarities from various allowed input formats, such as GenBank entries or FASTA sequences. Mauve aligns whole genomes and shows output in the form of SNPs, regions of difference and homologous blocks, among others. Mauve can also be used to assess assembly quality against a reference using Mauve Contig Metrics. BRIG gives a global view of whole genome comparisons by visualizing BLAST comparisons with elaborate circular figures. BRIG is suitable for comparing multiple genomes; however, it is difficult to compare more than a dozen or so because each genome must be entered through the GUI. Circos uses plain text files for both input data and configuration, with the latter controlling the placement and format of each data track. The function to generate both data and configuration files automatically makes Circos highly amenable to incorporation in web-based database mining and visualization.

Despite the many bioinformatic approaches to compare genomes, the development of tools for comparative DNA analysis remains a challenge. Since, the identification of mismatched genes that may be non-conserved sequences is also meaningful in terms of evolution. A visualization and comparative genomic tool, geneCo, is proposed to align and compare multiple genome structures resulting from user-defined data in the GenBank file format. Information regarding inversion, gain, loss, duplication and gene rearrangement among the multiple organisms being compared is provided by geneCo. Another purpose of geneCo is to provide a web-based user interface that can be comfortably used by biologists, offering easy-to-use options and displaying the results in a web browser.

2 Application
=============

[Figure 1](#btz596-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows an overview of geneCo, including the web-based interface, user options and output results. [Figure 1a](#btz596-F1){ref-type="fig"} is a screen shot of the web page. The main engine of geneCo is implemented in Python, and the web-based interface is implemented in PHP, Python, Javascript and Bootstrap ([@btz596-B6]). [Figure 1b](#btz596-F1){ref-type="fig"} explains the option values. User configurations and usages are described in detail in [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. [Figure 1c](#btz596-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the representative result for both the construction of a genome map and map comparisons. The output generated by geneCo varies in accordance with user options.

![Overview of the geneCo system (geneCo web page (**a**), option values (**b**) and results of two different types in geneCo (**c**))](btz596f1){#btz596-F1}

The main functions of geneCo can be divided into two categories. The first function is 'the construction of a genome map.' GenBank files can be used as inputs to generate single and multiple genome maps. OrganellarGenomeDRAW ([@btz596-B4]) functions in a similar manner, but it generates only one gene map based on the plastid or mitochondrial sequence of the organelle. When comparing several genes, OrganellarGenomeDRAW has to generate several sets of individual data. In contrast, geneCo permits a comparison of genome maps in the order in which they appear in GenBank and the generation of outputs designed by the user that can be customized by adjusting genome lengths, intervals, output file formats and a user-defined functional category of configuration files.

The second function is a 'genome map comparison' between genes from two different genomes based on genomic input sequences in the GenBank flat file format, which compares the matched genes of both genomes with genes that exist only in a single genome. Currently, existing tools either manually construct and compare each genome structure or do not include gene annotation, making it difficult to distinguish between matched or mismatched genes in genome structures at a glance. In contrast, geneCo takes GenBank input files and arranges them as left to right genome pairs according to the order of the input files. Thus, each step in *n*-loops compares a pair of Genbank files from the left to right genomes and draws them in accordance with the input settings.

The comparative genomic method is a modified local sequence alignment based on the dynamic programming algorithm to align each matched gene name. This method compares the genes from two genomes in the order defined by the user and analyzes missed genes that are not conserved and the genomic features of different genomes in terms of their biological similarities and genetic levels. Matched and mismatched genes are distinguished and identified by geneCo. In addition, geneCo will also enable biologists to repeatedly change input parameters in order to return desired outputs, especially when there is a large amount of genome data to be analyzed. The geneCo method is described in detail in [Supplementary Section S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Multiple genome maps can be created by geneCo using the title and input files with additional gene alignment options. The final output is immediately generated in a web browser and supports various vector types as outputs. In addition, different display options for users who want increased precision for adjustments and greater customization based on their preferences are supported. For example, users can either set the color of the map to the default option or change it manually. Furthermore, users can define keywords and set functional categories to match the keywords using various colors to improve visualization. The legend in the output shows the specified functional categories. For analysis within a specific range, users can specify the start and end base-pair in the output using the zoom-in option. Moreover, geneCo also supports various output options for almost all objects.

3 Evaluation
============

Tools, such as BRIG, Mauve, ACT and Circos, can be used for comparative genomics. BRIG selects several query genomes in FASTA, GenBank, or EBML formats and selects only one as a reference and then compares the other genomes against the reference. However, geneCo can set multiple references that are determined by order of the uploaded GenBank files so that mismatched genes between two compared genomes are easily found. To evaluate the performance of geneCo, several mitochondria, nucleomorph chromosome 1 and plastid genomes from multiple species were used as the test dataset ([Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Supplementary Figures S2--S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show geneCo outputs with different input options. [Supplementary Tables S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the results obtained with other applications. The most important key feature of geneCo is the identification of mis-matched genes found by comparing two related genomes. Further details are described in the [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

4 Conclusion
============

Comparative genomics aims to find the common function between genomes to study the evolution of the genome. This study requires tools for comparing and visualizing of genomes. The proposed geneCo method is implemented as a Python-based software that can compare and analyze various genome maps. In the past, users have had to construct individual gene maps manually to compare genome structures. With geneCo, users can easily compare and analyze the position of genes, find common genes between other genomes, and find genes that exist only in one genome using GenBank files as input data with user-defined settings. Various options are available for visualizing elaborate genome structures and generating results specific to the objective of the user.
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